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CAI's attitude attempting to discredit and disparage homeowner rights advocates (from CAI's Common 
Ground, May 2006) 
  
  
(Inside blurb:  "They call themselves homeowner advocates, and they're coming soon to a state 
legislature, your website, or listserve near you [if they are not already there.]" 
  
  
  

                                 
  
      (my title: Crazies spouting garbage)                              (my title:  barbarians at the gate) 
  
 
Reaction from HOAtalk.com  
 
Exiled notice:  GeorgeS6: Please refer to our posting rules and the big yellow box at the top of our forums 
which says we are "A positive place for community association leaders to share ideas and learn". Our 
purpose is clearly for board members, HOA volunteers, their managers and the like to have positive 
discourse and learn.  
 
Your posts are off topic for this forum and we'd ask you take them to a site more fitting for your topic.  
  
Other comments: 
  
I agree with some others here. We have posted for years and we do not damn CAI nor do we praise 
them, they provided us with a service free and clear. I appreciate it and so far so good. Your stuff does 
not belong here. It may belong somewhere, but I am not going to decide where, that's not what we do.  
 
  
"Propganda machine", "wrong doers", "true believers", "sucessionsts", "unAmerican", "facists 
government"? Naw, I think I'll pass on reading your materials. By the way I never knew an HOA had a 
constitution. I am just so thankful you don't live here in my HOA as we are happy with things the way they 
are regardless of some minor problems. My suggestion to you is move out in the sticks, where you can p-
-- out your front door anytime you please and let the garbage pile up in your yard while adjusting your 
NRA cap to shield you from the sun.  



  
George thanks for the laugh today as I needed one. HOA's while not a government, quasi, pseudo or 
otherwise but a corporation are among the most democratic things out there. If I don't like something and 
want it changed all I have to do is get a majority of my fellow homeowners to agree and poof it gets 
changed as long as it doesn't violate the law. It seems to me you're the fascist here trying to impose your 
ideals on the rest. If you really want to do some good; fight to get legislation in place that requires a 
potential buyer to sit down and read the CC&R's and initial each section before they are allowed to buy 
into an HOA.  
  
I admit I have not read all of the restrictions but our reason for going to your site is not to argue plitics. 
Once that has started we will be leaaving this site in droves. There are many political sites where George 
and whoever can espouse their concerns.  [To which I responded that HOA legal scheme has always 
been political, why is the legislature always involved?] 
 
This is NOT a political board. If you don't want to be part of an HOA don't move into one. Your words 
"fascists", "successionists" and "anti-democratic" says it all. It has a bit of a brainwashing sound to it. I 
have had my fill of nuts like you spreading discontent in all aspects of our lives.  
 
                        
  

 


